CRAO in eResearch Proposal Management

Do you have a comment that you would like your CRAO Analyst to receive? You can now send an email directly from eResearch Proposal Management to the entire CRAO team. To do this click on "Post Comment for the Entire Project", scroll to the bottom to the "Interested Parties" box, type in "CRAO" and click on "CRAO Office". This will send your comment to your Analyst via email.

Deleting Duplicate Calendars

Some studies have multiple versions of calendars from situations like the conversion process or study amendments. While study teams do not have access to delete calendars, the MBECT team is able to help delete duplicate calendars where they are no longer necessary. In order for a deletion to be possible the study team would have to move any enrollment off of old versions of their calendar and onto whatever version of the calendar they are keeping. Confirm that all of your subjects are associated with the correct short title in MBECT and if you have a duplicate calendar with no enrollment, please contact the help desk if you would like to have it deleted.

Training Continues!

- **Item Search/Pricing Tool Training**: The clinical research pricing tool disappears October 2013. Starting this week we have classes available to show you how to get pricing out of MBECT. Sign up here:
  - http://tinyurl.com/MBECT-Training

- **Financial Overview**: Ask the help desk about setting up an overview of the financial modules for your department.

- If you don’t see an option that works for you don’t worry! Contact the help desk and let us know!

The Clinical Research Calendar Review & Analysis Office is part of the Office of Research, where our mission is to foster an environment of innovation and efficiency that serves the U-M Medical School community and supports biomedical science from insight to impact.